Conditioned fear to context is associated with increased Fos expression in the caudal ventrolateral region of the midbrain periaqueductal gray.
Immunohistochemical detection of Fos was used to determine which regions of the periaqueductal gray are activated during conditioned fear to a context in the rat. More specifically, the aim of the study was to test the role of its lateral and ventrolateral columns in freezing behaviour during fear. Conditioned fear was evoked by re-exposing rats to the same footshock chamber in which they had received footshocks 4 h earlier. Conditioned Re-exposed rats were compared to Not Conditioned Re-exposed and Conditioned Not Re-exposed rats. Freezing was observed in the Conditioned-Re-exposed group only. It was associated with an overall increase in Fos expression in the entire periaqueductal gray that was significantly greater than in the two other groups. The largest and most significant increase in Fos immunoreactivity was found in the ventrolateral column (especially in its caudal part), whereas only a moderate increase was found in the lateral column. The present results argue in favour of the ventrolateral column as the region of the periaqueductal gray that is preferentially involved in expression of conditioned fear. As previous lesion studies suggested, the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray may play a role in mediating the immobility component of freezing induced by fear. Other lines of evidence suggest that it may also play a role in mediating the quiescence immobility associated with deep pain. We propose that the ventrolateral column of the periaqueductal gray acts as an integrating centre mediating behavioural inhibition.